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Approximation lattices occur in a natural way in the study of rational 
approximations to p-adic numbers. Periodicity of a sequence of approximation lat- 
tices is shown to occur for rational and quadratic p-adic numbers. and for those 
only, thus establishing a p-adic analogue of Lagrange’s theorem on periodic con- 
tinued fractions. Using approximation lattices we derive upper and lower bounds 
for the best approximations to a p-adic number, thus establishing the p-adic 
analogue of a theorem of Hurwitz. ‘q1’ 19X6 Academic Press, Inc 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The applications of p-adic approximations to finding all solutions of a 
diophantine equation (cf. Cl]), to error-free computation by the so-called 
Hensel-codes using a computer (cf. [9]), and to the factorization of 
polynomials (cf. [ 1.51) lead to the following questions. How well can a p- 
adic number be approximated by rational numbers? Does there exist an 
efficient algorithm to compute the best rational approximations to any p- 
adic number? Mahler [IO], Schneider [ 131, Bundschuh [4], and Browkin 
[3] considered the second question by generalizing the theory of real con- 
tinued fractions to the p-adic case in various ways. In the real case the best 
rational approximations to some real number CI are just the convergents 
from the simple continued fraction expansion of CC It turns out that in the 
proposed p-adic analogues many convergents are bad approximations, and 
it seems that a simple and satisfactory p-adic continued fraction algorithm 
does not exist. 

A third question is whether there exists a p-adic analogue of the theorem 
of Lagrange, which states that the simple continued fraction expansion of a 
real number a is periodic if and only if 01 is quadratic irrational. This result 
plays a vital role in real diophantine approximation theory. Analogous 
theorems have been obtained for some local fields by Browkin [3] and 
Harringer [S], and in the p-adic case there are partial results by Browkin 
[3], Bundschuh [4], Deanin [7], Harringer [S], and Mahler [ll]. 
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In this paper we study these three questions using the concept of 
approximation lattices of a p-adic number, motivated mainly by two 
publications of Mahler [ll; 12, Chap. 43. For a p-adic number a and a 
positive rational integer m, consider the lattice r,,, of all pairs of rational 
integers (P, Q) such that IP- Qcrl, 6~~“. In Section 2 we observe that 
there is a correspondence between p-adic integers and sequences of 
approximation lattices. Periodicity of a sequence of approximation lattices 
is introduced. The third question is then answered in the affirmative in 
Theorem 2.1. In Section 3 best approximations with respect to a convex 
norm @ are introduced, and an algorithm to compute them is presented. It 
is a variant of the euclidean algorithm, in this p-adic context for the first 
time proposed by Mahler [ 12, Chap. 43. Thus the second question is 
answered. In Section 4 we derive p-adic analogues of the following well- 
known results in the real case. Let a be a real number, and p/q a rational 
number. If p/q is a best approximation to u, then Ic( - p/q1 d q-*. If 
ICI - p/q1 6 (2q*) ~ ‘, then p/q is a best approximation to tl. If a is irrational, 
then there are infinitely many solutions p/q of the inequality ICI - p/q1 6 
(,,,hq*)-‘. Th e constants that occur in the p-adic case are well-known lat- 
tice constants depending on the norm @. The obtained constants are shown 
to be best possible, using an ingenious lemma of Tijdeman on the 
approximation of real matrices by integral ones. This answers the first 
question. Finally in Section 5 we study periodicity of a sequence of @- 
reduced bases of approximation lattices of a p-adic number ~1, where @ is a 
norm. It is shown that, depending on tl and @, this periodicity may occur 
for rational and elliptic a, but does not occur for hyperbolic a. 

2. APPROXIMATION LATTICES AND PERIODICITY 

Let p be a prime number, and let c1 E &p,. Put 

a= f a;pi, 
m-1 

Lx,= 1 a,pi 
i=k i=k 

for all m E Z, where k = ord,(a), and ai E { 0, l,..., p - 1 } for i = k, k + l,.... 
Put a,=0 for i=k- 1, k-2,.... 

DEFINITION 2.1. (i) The ordered pair of rational integers (P, Q) is 
called a p-adic approximation to a of order m if (P - Quip = pem. 

(ii) The set 

r,= {(P, Q)EZ’: IP-Qu~,<P-~J 

is called the mth approximation lattice of a. 
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The structures of the sequences of approximation lattices of a and 51 ’ 
do not differ essentially. Hence we may assume that MEZ~. Then CL,E Z. 
and pk 1 ~1, for m = 0, 1, 2,.... The approximation lattices satisfy the 
following properties. The proofs are left to the reader. 

LEMMA 2.1. (i) r,,, is u lattice in Z2 of rank 2. 

(ii) r, = Z2. 
(iii) T,+icT,. 
(iv) The index of r,,, + , in r,,,, defined as # (r,,,/r,,, + , ), is p. 

(v) det(r,J = pm. 

(vi) A pair of points {(P, Q), (R, S)} in r, is a basis of rm if and 
only if JPS- QRI = p”. 

(vii) ((pm, Oh (01,~ l)} is a basis of r,,,. 

Let A,3A,3A23 ..., be an infinite sequence of lattices in R2. 

DEFINITION 2.2. The sequence A,, 3 A, 1 A 2 3 . . ., is said to be of index 
p if the index of ,4, + i in A, is p for all m 3 0. It is called irreducible if 
‘4 m+l#pA,~l for all m>l. 

Let c1 E Z,. By Lemma 2.1 the sequence of approximation lattices 
(Tm}~= 0 of t( is of index p and irreducible. We investigate the relation of 
p-adic numbers and sequences of lattices a little further. Let for any lattice 
A the inverse lattice A --I be defined by interchanging coordinates. Let Z2 = 
A, x.4 , I> A, 3 . . ., be of index p and irreducible. Then the same is true for 
the sequence of inverse lattices Z2=A;‘3A;‘3A~’ 3 .“. Let 
{(Pt Q,, (R S)> b e a b asis of A, with PS-QR=p. Then gcd(P, R)= 1 or 
gcd(Q, S) = 1. By considering inverse lattices if necessary, we may suppose 
that the latter holds. It then follows easily that for every m 2 0 there exists 
a~m~;ZwithOd~,dpm-1,suchthatj(p”,O),(~m,1)}isabasisof/i,. 
Observe that 

exists in Z, (throughout this section we denote by lim the p-adic limit). 
Then A, is the mth approximation lattice of p. If ord,(fi) = 0, then A; l is 
the mth approximation lattice of BP ‘. If ord,(j?) = k > 0, then A; l is the 
(m- k)th approximation lattice of p-i for ma k. Thus we have the 
following result. 

FUNDAMENTAL OBSERVATION. There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the ring of p-adic integers Z, and the set of sequences of lattices 
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72=n,3A,3n23 ..-, that are of index p, irreducible, and for which any 
basis {(P, Q), (R, S)} of/l, satisfies gcd(Q, S) = 1. 

DEFINITION 2.3. Let a E h,. The sequence of approximation lattices 
{ Tm}z= ,, of c1 is called periodic if there exist rational integers k > 0, m, 2 0, 
and a linear mapping EI R2 + lR2 such that B(I’,) = r,,, for all m 2 m,. 

Remark. Choose in each r,,, a basis {(P,, Qm), (R,, S,)}, and put 

Let xT be the matrix of E. Periodicity of (T,,,}z=O now means that for 
m > m, the basis of I’,,, can be chosen so that Cm+k = C,x. Define for 
m =O, 1, 2 ,..., matrices $,,, by C,, 1 =tJ,,,Cm. By Lemma 2.l(iii), rj,,, is 
integral. We have for m > m,, 

* Cm+k=Cm+k+l=Cm+lX=~mCmX=*mCm+k~ m+k 

hence the sequence {I+G,}~,~ is periodic if the sequence of lattices is 
periodic. Conversely, if for some sequence of approximation lattices 
{Tm};=O the bases can be chosen such that the sequence {$,,,};=O is 
periodic, then the sequence of lattices is periodic. For, if we define for 
m > m, the matrix x,,, by C, + k = C,x,, then we have 

hence all xrn are equal for m 2 m,. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let p be prime, and a E Z,. Its sequence of approximation 
lattices is periodic if and only if c1 is algebraic of degree at most 2. 

Proof: Let (I’m}~=O be the periodic sequence of approximation lattices 
of CI. Let k, m,, E, 1, and C, be as above. Put 

x11 x12 
x= ( ). x21 x22 

Note that det(X) = +pk, and X~E p-‘T (i, j= 1,2) for some rational 
integer h 3 0. Fix an m, 2 m,. Then C,, + & = C,, x” for n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . From 

x2 = Tr(& - det(X)Z 

we obtain 

C m, + 2k = WxKL, + k (mod Pk). 
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Hence, by the irreducibility of the sequence of approximation lattices, we 
infer ord,(Tr(X)) = 0. Since the denominator of Tr(X) is a power of p, this 
implies Tr(X) E Z. Since C,, +nk corresponds to a basis of the (m, +nk)th 
approximation lattice of ~1, we have 

c m,+,,k~-O(mod ,D~‘+~~) 

with v = (1.). Hence 

lim C,, x”v = 0. (1) ” + ICC 

We claim that v is an eigenvector of Z. The eigenvalues 4, $ of .? satisfy 

x2 - Tr(X)x + pk = 0. 

By ord,($ + 6) = ord,(Tr(X)) = 0 ord,(@) = k we may assume ord,(d) = k, 
ord,(d) = 0. With respect to a suitably chosen basis of Iw2 the matrix of B 
becomes 

Let v = (;;) with respect to this basis. Then 

By (1) we have 

lim ~u,=O. 
n-r* 

Thus v2 = 0, since ord,(& = 0. It follows that Zv = dv, which proves our 
claim. 

Returning to the standard basis of Iw’, we have 

Eliminating 4 we obtain 

X12c12 - (Xl1 - xz2)a -x*1 = 0. 

Since xij E Q (i, j = 1,2) it follows that a is algebraic of degree at most 2. 
To prove the if-part of the theorem, first suppose that a is rational, 

a=PfQsay,withP,QEE,gcd(P,Q)=l.LetR,SEiZsatisfyPS-QR=l. 
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Since a E Z,, p does not divide Q. Hence gcd(Q, S) = 1. It follows that 
{U’> Q), ( P”R P”S) 1 is a basis of r,,, for all m 2 0. Periodicity follows by 
choosing 

for all m 2 0, using the remark following Definition 2.3. 
Next suppose that CI is quadratic irrational, say that 

act*+bu+c=O 

holds, with a, b, c E Z relatively prime, and d = b2 - 4ac not a square. Put 
h = f ord,(d) and d’ = dp--2h. In order that a E Q, exists, the following con- 
ditions should hold: 

(a) ord,(d) is even (so hei?), 

(b) d’ is a quadratic residue (mod p) if p is odd, 
(c) d’= 1 (mods) if p=2. 

Choose eeZ such that ord,(e+aa) = h if h >O, and e=O if h =O. Put 
q = pmh(e + aa). Since 2aa = -b + & we find that q is an algebraic 
integer. Let 6 be the quadratic order generated by 1 and q (for the theory 
of quadratic orders see [2, Chap. 21). The discriminant of 0 is d’, which is 
not divisible by p. Put 

This is a prime ideal in 0 lying above p. We have for m = 1,2, 3,..., 

If m > 2h + 1, then the mth approximation lattice r, of CI is related to 
gmph as follows: 

(note that Pa + Qe E 0 (mod ph) since PE Qct (mod p”)). Choose a 
rational integer k 2 1 such that /z“ is principal, say bk = (4), with 4 E 0. By 
(2), the linear mapping b;” + km+ k defined by 5 + 45: induces a linear 
mapping Z Z2 + Z* with 

z(f’, Q, = (P’, Q’,, 
P’ - Q’cr = q5( P - Qct). 
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If (P, Q)E~, then (P’-Q’a(,<p ““+k’. We claim that (P’, Q’)E~,+~. 
Put 4 = .Y + .VV with X, y E L. Then 

P’=xP+yp h(Pe+Qc), 

Q’=xQ+yp h(-Pa+Qe-Qb). 

Since mod ph 

Pe + Qc = Qor(e - aa - b) = -Qa(2aa + 6) = -Qcr $I= 0, 

-Pa+Qe-Qb- -Q(Zaa+b)= -Q&=0 

we have P’, Q’ E Z. Thus (P’, Q’) E r,,,. It follows that B(J’,) = r,,,,,. 1 

3. CONVEX NORMS AND BEST APPROXIMATIONS 

The function @: R* --+ R is called a (conuex) norm if 

(i) @(X, Y) 2 0 for all (X, Y) E R”, 
(ii) @(X, Y) = 0 if and only if (X, Y) = (0, 0), 
(iii) @(tX, tY)= ItI @(X, Y) for all (X, Y)ER’, PER, 

(iv) @(Xi +X2, Y, + Y2)< @(Xi, Y,)+@(X,, Y,) for all (X,, Yi), 
(X2, Y,) E R2. 

Two examples that occur frequently in the literature are the square norm 
@,,JX, Y) = max( 1x1, 1 YI), and the e&dean norm GE(X, Y) = (X2 + Y2)1/2. 

In any lattice /1 c R2 there is at least one nonzero point (P, Q) with 
minimal norm @, a so-called first successive minimal point of A Fix such a 
(P, Q). In the set of lattice points that are independent of (P, Q) there is a 
point with minimal CD, a second successive minimal point of A. Two suc- 
cessive minimal points can be found such that they form a basis of ,4, a so- 
called @-reduced basis. We apply this to approximation lattices of p-adic 
numbers. 

DEFINITION 3.1. Let GI E h,, let CD be a norm. The nonzero pair of 
rational integers (P, Q) is called a nearly @-best approximation to a if all 
nonzero approximations to a of smaller norm than (P, Q) have smaller 
approximation order than (P, Q). A nearly @-best approximation (P, Q) to 
a is said to be a @-best approximation to a if all approximations to a of 
norm equal to that of (P, Q) have approximation order at least that of 
(P, Q,. 

It follows immediately that a nearly @-best approximation to a of order 
m is a first successive minimal point in r,,, (and possibly also in some other 
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approximation lattices of a). Hence it belongs to a o-reduced basis of r,. 
The following algo~thm computes a @-reduced basis of a lattice A t !R2, 
starting from any basis. 

ALGORITHM. Let f (X, Y), (2, U) > be a basis of A. 

(i) Compute the minimal KEZ for which @(X+ KZ, Y+ KU) is 
minimal. Put (X, Y) := (X + KZ, Y + KU). 

(ii) If @(A’, Y) < @(Z, U) then interchange (X, Y) and (Z, U), and go 
to (i); else stop. 

If the p-adic expansion CEO ai pi of CI E h, is known completely (or par- 
tially), then bases of (some) approximation lattices of a are known by 
Lemma 2.l(vii). The above algorithm may then be applied to compute @- 
best approximations to cc We do not give the (easy) proof of the 
correctness of the algorithm. It is essentially the euclidean algorithm. In the 
context of p-adic approximation theory it is essentially due to Mahler [12, 
Chap. 4 J. It has recently been rediscovered by several authors in different 
contexts (cf. [9, 161). It works well in practice to compute good rational 
approximations to any p-adic number (cf. [l]). For a particular norm Cp, 
step (i) might be specified. For example, for Gp,, K is one of the two 
neighbouring integers of k, where 

X-Y k= -- 
Z-U 

X+Y 
k=: -- 

z+u 

if ZUcO. 

if ZU>O, 

if ZU=O. 

For @,, K is the nearest integer to 

k= -xz+yu 
x2+ Y2 * 

4. APPROXIMATION THEOREMS 

Let Q, be a norm, and p a prime number. We define the padic “Hurwitz- 
constant” h = h(@, p) as the supremum of the kg R such that for all 
irrational a E Z, the inequality 
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has infinitely many solutions (P, Q) E Z2. For elliptic norms @(X, Y) = 
(aX2 + hXY + cY2)‘j2 with b’ - 4ac = -4, A(@, p) has been investigated by 
Mahler [ 111 and Deanin [6]. Put h(@) = inf, h(@, p). Mahler showed that 
h(@) = ,/%/2 for those elliptic norms. In Theorem 4.1, the main result of 
this section, we shall prove that h(@) = A(@) for any norm @, where A( @) 
is the lattice constant of the convex body 

B,(Q)= ((X, Y)ER2: @(X, Y)6 l}, 

i.e., A(@) = inf(det(A)) where A runs through the set of lattices for which 
(0,O) is the only lattice point in the interior of B,(Q) (the so-called B,(Q)- 
admissible lattices, cf. [S, p. SO]). For any norm @ there exists at least one 
lattice for which the inlimum is reached, a so-called critical lattice. For 
example, A(@,+,) = 1, and a critical lattice is Z2; d(@J =@/2, and a 
critical lattice is generated by the vertices of any regular hexagon inscribed 
in the unit circle. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let p be prime, and a E Z,. Let @ be a norm. 

(i ) The inequality 

1 
‘P-Qa’p’A(,,.(P, Q)’ 

is satisfied by any nearly @-best approximation to a. 

(ii) For any p and any a#Q, (3) has infinitely many solutions 
(P, Q, E z*. 

(iii) For p sufficiently large, assertion (iii) becomes false if A(@) is 
replaced by any larger constant. 

The idea behind the proof of part (iii) is to approximate a critical lattice 
by an integral lattice. We use the following lemma of Tijdeman, which 
shows that for any lattice A c R2 with det(/l) = 1 and for any integer n > 2, 
there exists a lattice in Z2 of determinant n which is relatively close to 
n’f2A. 

LEMMA 4.1 (Tijdeman [14]). Let a, a,, u2, a3, a4 be real numbers with 
a, a4 - a2a3 = 1 and Iail < a for i = 1,2,3,4. Then for every integer n >, 2 
there exist integers A,, A,, A,, A, such that A,A,-A2A3=n and 

IAi-ua,n1’21 < Cn419(log n)719 (i= 1, 2, 3,4), (4) 

where C is a constant depending on a only. 
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Let R*.* (resp. Z*,*) be the set of 2 x 2 matrices with real (resp. integral) 
entries. We define the norm j[Mll of a matrix M= (q) E [waft by lIMl1 = 
maxi,j Im,J. We have 

IIMI + M2II G IlMlII + IWZII> 

llMlM2ll G2 IIM,II Il~zll, 

IIM;’ II = IWII WWWI -I 

for all M, M,, M, E (w*,* with det(M) # 0. 

LEMMA 4.2. Let a E R, and let m E R’s2 satisfy det(m)= 1 and llrnll <a. 
Then for every integer n > 2 there exist M,, M, E Z*,* with M, M; l# Z***, 
det(M,) = det(M,) = n and 

IIMi - rnn”*\l 6 Cn4/9(log n)‘19 (i= 1, 2), (5) 

where C is a constant depending on a only. 

Proof Fix n Z n,, where n, is a constant depending on a only. Let Ci 
be the constant in (4) when Lemma 4.1 is applied with 2a in stead of a. 
Put E = 2C1 n - “‘*(log n) 7’9 Choose n, so large that 2~ <a. There exists . 
an m’E [w2x2 with det(m’)= 1 and E < Ilm-mm’/1 ~2s. Then llrn’ll 6 
llrnll +2.s < 2a. By Lemma 4.1 there exist M,, M,E Z*,* with det(M,)= 
det(M,) = n and 

llMl - mn”*ll 6 C,n4’9(log n)‘j9, 

IIM2 - m’nl’*)l < C,n4’9(log n)‘j9. 

It follows that 

IIM2-mn1’211 < IIM,-m’n”*ll +n”* (Jm’-ml) 

< 5C, n419(log n)‘19. 

Hence (5) holds with C= 5Ci. It remains to prove that MIM;’ q! Z*,*. 
Note that M, #M,, since 

((MI - M211 B (Im - rn’jl n”* - IIM1 - mn”*II - IIM2 - m’nl’*ll 

> .zn’/* - 2C, n419(log n)7’9 = 0. 
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Further, 

IIMIM2 ‘-III G2 ll~i~‘ll IIMI -Mrll =f IIM,Il IIM,-M,ll 

+ I/M, - mn”211) 
6 C2n -1’18(10g n)‘19, 

where C2 depends on a only. Choose no so large that C,np1’18(log n)7/9 < 1. 
Then M, M; ’ 4 Z2,2. 

If n <n, there obviously is a constant C depending on a only such that 
M,, M, exist with the required properties. 1 

Proof of Theorem 4.1. (i) This is a trivial consequence of the definitions 
of A(@) and nearly @-best approximations. 

(ii) Let for some m, a first successive minimal point (P,,, Qm,) in f,,,, be 
given. Then it satisfies (3). Since a $ Q there are only finitely many integral 
multiples of (P,,, Qm,) that satisfy (3). Hence there is an m2 > m, for which 
the first successive minimal points in r,,,, are not multiples of (P,, , em,). 
The proof is completed by induction. 

(iii) Let 0 < E < 4. We shall prove that for every prime p 3 p,, there exists 
a p-adic integer c1 such that for all (P, Q) E Z2 with (P, Q) # (0, 0), 

1 
I’- Q’lp> (A(@) + E) @(P, Q)*’ (6) 

Here p. is a constant depending on @ and E only. 
Let A be a critical lattice of {(A’, Y)E R2 : @(X, Y)gd(@)-‘I*). Then 

det(A)= 1. There exists a basis {(a,,b,), (c,,d,)) of A such that 
aid,-b,c,=l and ~(a,,6,)=~(c,,d,)=~(~,+c,,b,+d,)=d(~)~”~, 
and if 0 is a parallelogram norm, also @(a, - ci, b, -d,) = A(@J-“~ (cf. 
[S, p. 1601). Put 

then det(M) = 1. Let p. be a positive real number to be chosen later, and 
let p 2 p0 be prime. We claim that there exists a sequence {L,},“=, of 
matrices L, E Z2*2 with Lo = I, det(L,) = p’, L,L,!, E Z***, L,L,-2, # pZ2s2, 
and 

11 L, - Mp’:*II < C3 P”‘~ - l’18(10g p)7’9 (7) 
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for all s, where C3 depends on 0 only. Let s = 1. From Lemma 4.1 it 
follows that there exists an L, E Z*,* with det(L,) = p and 

where C, depends on @ only. Then (7) with s = 1 follows by choosing 
C3 3 CA. Let s > 1, and suppose the claim has been proved for s. Choose p0 
so large that for p >, p. 

(IL,y - hfpq d&p”‘*. (f-3) 

Then by E < 4 and l/Ml1 > a/2 we have 

IIML;‘p”‘*/l < 1 + 2llL,‘ll llL,- A!fpq 

6 1 + 2E( IlMll + E) < 1 + IlMll. 

Applying Lemma 4.2 to the matrix ML; ‘psi2 we find that there exist 
matrices K,, K2 E Z’,* with det(K,) = det(K,) = p, K, K,’ $Z*,* and 

IJKi - ML,,; lpcs+ ‘)‘*I1 < C, p’/*- 1’18(10g P)‘/~ (i = 1, 2), (9) 

where C5 depends on @ only. By K, K,-’ 4 Z*,* there exists an i, E { 1,2} 
such that Ki,L,Ls~~, $ pi?*,*. Put L, + , = K,L,. To prove (7) with s 
replaced by s+ 1, note that, by (9) and (8), 

IV s+l-Mp(S+1)‘211 <2 llL,ll llKio-ML;‘p’“+“‘*II 

d 2( IllI4 + E) p”W, PI’*- “‘*(log p)“? 

Now our claim follows by choosing C, > 2( llM\l + f)C,. 
Put for all s > 0 

and let A, be the lattice generated by {(P,, Q,), (R,, S,)}. Then the 
sequence { ,4s),“=0 is of index p. It is also irreducible, since L,L;z, $ pZ*,* 
for all s k 2. Without loss of generality we may consider the A; 1 instead of 
the /1,, if necessary. By the fundamental observation in Section 2 the 
sequence {As}:= ,, defines a p-adic integer a. Let (P, Q) # (0,O) be a pair of 
rational integers, and put IP-Qal,=ppm. There exist k,l~Z, 
(k, 1) # (0, 0), such that 

Put 

U’, Q) = &Pm, Q,) + 4&m S,). 

(a, b) =k(a,, bl) + 4c174). 
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Note that there is a constant C,, depending on @ only, such that for all 
(A-, Y)E UP 

@(X Y) < C, max(W/, I YI 1. 
Hence, 

l@(P, Q, - ~‘-(a, b)l 

< @(P - pmf2a, Q - p”“b) 

<C,max(IP-p”“al, lQ-p”“2b/) 

<C,max(lk] IP,-pm’2a,I+IfI IR,-pm’2c11, 

I4 lQm-pmi2b,I + I4 I&-P”‘~~). 
Thus, by (7), 

I@(P, Q)-p”“@(a, b)l <C,(lkl + 111) pm’2-1’18(10gP)7’9, (10) 

where C7 depends on @ only. For + (k, I) = (1, 0), (0, 1 ), (1, 1 ), and 
( - 1, 1) if @ is a parallelogram norm, we have @(a, 6) = A (@) ~ 1’2. Then (6) 
follows from (10) if PO is chosen large enough. Since A is a critical lattice, 
there exist positive constants C8 and C9, depending on @ only, such that 
for all other (k, 1) # (0,O) 

@(a, b)>(l +C,)d(@)~“2, (11) 

@(a, 6) > G(lkl + VI 1 d(@)p1’2, (12) 

(cf. [S, p. 1601). By choosing PO large enough, (6) follows from (10) and 
(11) if Ik] + 111 is small, and from (10) and (12) otherwise. 1 

To conclude this section, we give a criterion for an approximation to be 
nearly @-best. Let @ be a norm. Define c(@)=sup(det(A)), where A runs 
through the set of lattices with two independent points in B,(G). For any 
norm @ there exists at least one lattice for which the supremum is reached. 
For example, c(@~) = 2, and the supremum is reached for the lattice 
generated by (1, 1) and ( - 1, 1); c( QE) = 1, and the supremum is reached 
for any lattice generated by the vertices of a square inscribed in the unit 
circle. 

THEOREM 4.2. Let p be prime, and CI E Z,. Let @ be a norm. 

(i) Let (P, Q) be a nonzero pair of rational integers with 
gcd(P, Q)= 1, such that 

If’-Qal,d ’ 
c(Q) @VP, Q,” 

(13) 

Then (P, Q) is a nearly @-best approximation to a. 
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(ii) In general, (i) becomes false if c(G) is replaced by any smaller 
constant. 

ProoJ (i) Let (I’, Q) satisfy (13). Put ~P--Qx(~= pprn. Let (I”, Q’) be 
a nonzero lattice point in r,,,. We have to prove that @(P’, Q’) 2 @(P, Q). 
If (P’, Q’) is an integral multiple of (P, Q), this is trivial. Thus assume 
P’Q - PQ’ # 0. Then, by p” 1 P’Q - PQ’, we have 

pm 6 IP’Q - PQ’I Get@) @(I’, Q) @(p’, Q’). 

Combined with (13) this yields the result. 
(ii) Let E > 0. We shall prove that for any integer m am0 there exist a 

p-ad& integer B and an approximation (P, Q) to a, which is not a nearly 
@-best approximation to ~1, such that 

1 
‘P-Qa’p’(c(@)-~)@(P,Q)2. (14) 

Here m,, is a constant depending on @, p, and E only. 
Let (lb,, b2h (bt b4)l satisfy b, b, - bzb3 = 1 and @(bl , b2) = 

@(b,, b4) = c(G)- ‘/* Choose y E R such that . 

1 <Y<c(@)“2(c(@)-&)-“2, (15) 

and put (a,, a,)=y(b,, b,), (as, a4)=yp1(b,, b4). Then a,a,-aa,a,= 1 
and ~(a~,a~)=~c(~)~“2, Qj(a,,a4)=y-‘c(4,)-“2. Let m>mO be an 
integer. By lemma 4.1 there exist a constant ClO, depending on Q, and E 
only, and rational integers A,, A,, A,, A, with A, A, - A,A, = p”, such 
that 

pi- ffip”‘*\ d c,op4M’9(Iog p”)“9 (i’ 1, 2, 3,4). 

It follows that there is a constant Cr,, depending on Q, and E only, such 
that 

I@(A,, A,)-pp”‘2yc(@)-1’21 <C,,p4”‘9(logpm)7’9, 

l@(A3, A4)-pm’2y-‘c(@)-“21 <C,,p4”‘9(logpm)7/9. 
(16) 

By (15) and (16), m, can be chosen so large that 

@(AI, 4’ @(A33 A419 (17) 

and 

@(A,, A,)<p”‘2(c(@)-~)-“2. (18) 
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Without loss of generality we may assume that I= ord,(A,) is minimal 
among the Ai (i=l,2,3,4). Put cr=A,/A,, (P, Q)=p-‘(A,,A,). Then 
UEZ,, and p-‘(A,,A,), (P,Q)E~,+~,. By (17), (P,Q) is not a nearly 
@-best approximation to tl. From (18) and 

IP-Qal,=IA, ‘p~‘(A,A,-A,A,)J,=p-(“~“) 

we infer (14). 1 

5. STRONG PERIODICITY 

In Section 2 we discussed periodicity of the sequence of approximation 
lattices of a p-adic integer CI in the sense of the existence of a linear map- 
ping that transforms approximation lattices into approximation lattices. Of 
course, such a mapping transforms bases into bases. In this section we 
demand for a given norm @ that @-reduced bases are transformed into 
@-reduced bases. 

DEFINITION 5.1. Let cr~i?, and let @ be a norm. The sequence of 
approximation lattices (Tm};=O of a is said to be strongly @periodic if 
there exist rational integers k > 0, m, > 0, a linear mapping 2 lR2 + R2, and 
@-reduced bases ((P,, Q,), (R,, S,)} of f, for all m>m,, such that 
W’,, em)= (Pm+k, Qm+k) and ztk, S,)= (Rmtk, fL+d for all 
m>m,. 

Strong periodicity obviously implies periodicity. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, 
it may occur only for rational and quadratic p-adic numbers a. Mahler 
[ 111 and Deanin [7] showed that strong Gperiodicity may or may not 
occur for reduced elliptic norms Q, of discriminant -4 if c( is elliptic, but 
that it does not occur if CI is hyperbolic. In this section we prove that for 
hyperbolic CI and for any norm @ there is no strong @-periodicity, that for 
elliptic a there is at least one norm @ for which strong @-periodicity does 
occur, and that for rational a it occurs at least for aM and QE. We need 
the following characterization of a @-reduced basis. The proof is left to the 
reader. 

LEMMA 5.1. Let {(P, Q), (R, S)} b e a basis of the lattice A, and let @ be 
a norm. Then this basis is @-reduced with (P, Q) as first successive minimal 
point if and only if for all K E Z! 

@(P, Q) < @(R, S) < @(R + KP, S + KQ). 

THEOREM 5.1. Let p be prime. Let F(X, Y) = aX2 + bXY + cY2 be an 
elliptic form with a, b, c E E, a > 0, such that F(x, 1) = 0 has a root a E E,. 
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Define the norm ~3 by @(X, Y) = F(X, Y)lj2. Then the sequence of 
approximation lattices (I’,,,};=O of a is strongly @-periodic. 

ProoJ Let Z, x, 4, k, and h be as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let for 
m = h + l,..., h + k the @-reduced bases {(P,, QJ, (R,, S,)} of f,,, be 
given, and put 

Define C, + k = C,,,x for all m b h + 1. Then C, corresponds to a basis 
W’m. QA (Km U> f or all m > h + 1. It remains to show that these bases 
are all @-reduced. Put for all m 3 h + 1 

(;;,)=c-( ‘.). 
Then it follows that a, +& = #cI,,,, /Im+k = &?, for all m > h + 1. Denote by 
N(r) the norm of l E Q(a) over Q. Then 

@(Pm+k> Qm+k)‘=aNa,+k I= aN(4) N(G) = N(4) @(Pm9 Qd*, 

@P(R %+k m+k, )’ = aN(&+k) = aW4) WB,) = N(d) WL uzl 

@‘(&z+k+KPm+k, S,+k+KQm+k)2=aN(~,+k+Ka,+,) 

= aN(4) W, + &,A = N(4) @(R, + KP,, S, + KQ,,J* 

for all KE Z. The theorem follows by lemma 5.1 using induction. 1 

THEOREM 5.2. Let p be prime. Let F(X, Y) = aX2 + bXY+ cY2 be a 
hyperbolic form with a, b, c E Z such that F(x, 1) = 0 has a root a E H,, cc $ Q. 
Let @ be any norm. Then the sequence of approximation lattices (I,,,}~=O of 
a is not strongly G-periodic. 

ProoJ: Suppose the contrary. Then there exist 

C-=(:1 fJ (m=1,2,3 ,... ), 

k, mOE Z, k >O, m,> 0, and a matrix x with det(X) = pk such that 
C m+k=Cm~ for all m>m,, and {(P,, Q,J, (R,, S,)} is a @-reduced 
basis of r,,, for all m. Since 

x2 = Tr(X)X - pkI 

we find that the sequence { Cmo+,&}~&, hence also (P,O+,&}~=~ satisfies 
the recurrence relation 
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Let d, 4 be the eigenvalues of E. They are real numbers, since F is hyper- 
bolic. From Cmo+Zk~Tr(~)C,,,+, (modPk) it follows that d+q5= 
Tr(X) #O. By a$ Q we have q5 #$. Thus we may assume 141 < 141. By 
&+6= pk we have 141 < pk12 < 141. There exist A., 5, E Iw with 

P mo+nk=Adn+;Z6 (n = 0, 1, 2 )... ), 

By 4, $4 Q we have A# 0, A# 0. It follows that 

lim ppnkj2 IPmOtnk I =yiJc In(~/f$)“+xl 14pPk’21n= 00 
n+m (19) 

On the other hand, (P,, Q,) is a nearly @-best approximation to ~1. Put 
CI,,,=P,,-Q~CX For m2m, we have a,+k=dl&,, where 4i is the one of 
d,$ with ord,(#,) = k. Hence, 

lPmo+nk-Qm,+.kcll,=~-“k Lo-Qw& 
By Theorem 4.1 (i) we have 

@(P Q 
1 

mO+nk, m"+nk)'d(@)1!2 IP,+,,-P,+,,al~i2='~ 
nkJ2 

' 

where C is independent of n. By the convexity of the norm @, this con- 
tradicts (19). 1 

THEOREM 5.3. Let p be prime, and a E R, n Q. Let @ = @,+, or CD = QE.. 
Then the sequence of approximation lattices { T,,,)zzO of cc is strongly 
@-periodic. 

Proof: Put a = P/Q, P, Q E Z, gcd(P, Q) = 1. By considering -a in case 
a < 0 we may assume P, Q > 0. Choose R, SE Z with PS - QR = 1. For all 
sufficiently large m, (P, Q) is a first successive minimal point in r,,,. Let 

f,(x) = @( p”R + Px, p”S + Qx, 

reach its minimum at x= k,. Put K,,,= [k,] if f,([k,])<fm([km] + l), 
and K,,, = [k,] + 1 otherwise. Put 

(R,, &,A = ~“(4 S) + Kn(P, Q,. 

Then {VT Qh UL &A> is a @-reduced basis of r,,, for all sufficiently large 
m. Note that k, = pk, _, , hence k, = p”k,. For @J = @,+, we have 

kO= -E, 
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for Q, = QD, we have 
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k 
0 

= -PR+Qs 
P2+Q2 ’ 

In both cases, k, E Q. Hence the sequence (k, - [k,] }:=, is periodic, 
with period length n say. We claim that for QE and eM also the sequence 
jk, - Km)zCo is periodic with period n. For Qt,, fm(x)* is a quadratic 
polynomial, which is symmetric about k,. Hence K, is the nearest integer 
to k,, and the claim follows immediately. For @,,,, put 

It is easy to check that 

@,(R;, SW) = -R;, 

G&R:, S$) = 23;. 
cw 

By the periodicity of {k, - [k,] }z=O we find that 

(RL+w %+n )=p”fK,z, X,)+(1 -~“)fCknl-UU’, Q>. 

Also, by k, = p”ko = -p”(R + S)j( P -I- Q,, 

R:,+S:,=(Ckml-k,)(P+Q), 

which depends only on the residue class of m (mod n). Thus 

By (20) it follows that cD,&R~+~, Sk+,)d@M(Rlfi+n, Sz,,) if and only if 
@,&Rk, Sk)<@,&Rz, S$J. Hence (k,-Km~~=o is periodic for @=ep,. 

To complete the proof, note that for all large enough m 

(R l?l+19 L+I)=P(R,, Xn)+Jm(P~ Q) 

with J,,,=K,,,+,-pKm=(Km+,-k,+l)-p(K,,,-k,) depending on m 
(mod n) only. Put for m large enough 

then Cm+l=~mCm, and ($m) is periodic. By the remark following 
Definition 2.3, the sequence (Tm)zzo is strongly Q-periodic. 1 
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Remark. It seems likely that there is a large family of norms @ for 
which strong @periodicity occurs for rational c(. Obviously there are 
norms for which the above method will not work, e.g., norms with k, # 02. 
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